INNOVATIVE SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR A SAFER FUTURE

With Jenne and Panasonic i-PRO, you have the ability to provide your customers with a wide range of integrated physical security solutions that enhance surveillance systems and maximize coverage.
Why Panasonic i-PRO?
Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions Co., Ltd., is a global leader of advanced sensing technologies in the fields of Intelligent Surveillance, Public Safety, and Industrial/Medical Imaging. Established in 2019, i-PRO was built on a legacy of over 60 years of innovation with Panasonic.

Panasonic i-PRO Network Solutions
Panasonic i-PRO cameras are designed for multiple applications and provide a wide range of capabilities, including enhanced super dynamic range, high-accuracy motion detection, analytic features, face detection, wide-area monitoring, and much more.

- PTZ Network Cameras—Unparalleled image quality and versatility for wide-area coverage requiring pan, tilt and zoom capabilities
- Fixed Cameras—Deliver crisp and clear fixed angle imagery for precisely defined areas
- Multi-Sensor Cameras—i-PRO Extreme multi-sensor cameras capture the highest quality images in challenging environments with the use of four repositionable lenses
- 360 Degree Cameras—Vandal resistant 360º dome cameras that are ideal for surveillance applications where wide area coverage and multiple viewing angles are required
- Dome Cameras—Discreet fixed dome cameras that excel in busy open areas and provide excellent and reliable video
- Embedded Solutions—i-PRO embedded solutions allow the unification of large multi-recorder, multi-site network video systems for centralized operation and ease of use
- All i-PRO cameras include a license for VI MonitorPlus VMS software and are backed by a 5-year warranty

Smart 4K Cameras
Panasonic i-PRO’s Smart 4K line of cameras sets a new benchmark in the surveillance category and deliver true 4K resolution, true 4K optics, H.265 efficiency, and i-VMD analytics, which makes them one of the most advanced and comprehensive 4K cameras in their class.

- Includes the WV-S2570L outdoor dome, the WV-S2270L indoor dome, and the WV-S1570L bullet
- Standard with H.265 codec support and smart coding that reduces bandwidth beyond 75% of H.264
- Color night vision
- FIPS 140-2 level 1 compliant
- i-VMD analytics bundled license
- Video Insight VMS bundled license

FacePRO Facial Recognition System with Deep Learning Technology
Panasonic i-PRO’s FacePRO facial recognition solution combines extreme sensing and enhanced detection technology to match a person’s face, using live or recorded video from Panasonic i-PRO cameras—to a database of enrolled faces and automatically performs real-time notification and alerting.

- Automatically recognizes a subject’s face using live or recorded video
- High-precision, top-tier facial recognition engine evaluated by NIST
- ‘Best-shot’ analytic technology helps reduce bandwidth and server loads
- 90% accuracy rate when detecting faces partially hidden by sunglasses or face masks
- Real-time processing capacity of up to 20 cameras per server
- Execute high-speed searches of up to 30,000 registered reference faces
- New mobile face alert app for detection notifications and on-the-go registration
Vehicle Search Solution
Panasonic i-PRO’s vehicle search technology was developed to help law enforcement officers improve their efficiency by reducing the time needed to search, narrow down and identify a target vehicle with minimal, vague or generic information.

• Real-time vehicle recognition with deep-learning technology
• Identify vehicles faster—Search based on specific parameters, including color, type, camera location or movement
• Reduce detection time—Searched vehicles are shown on the map with their moving directions
• Reduce costs with scalable system—Up to 20 cameras supported per server
• Easy sharing—Incident search results can be shared with on-site officers and witnesses for immediate review

Transit Solution
Panasonic i-PRO’s new end-to-end transportation solution provides security officials with easy access to recorded video and seamless integration between the command center and a fleet of buses.

• Wide coverage and seamless view without blind spots—never miss the cause of accidents
• Tracks bus activity and location to identify unexpected incidents
• Provides seamless integration with Video Insight 7 for easy monitoring
• Transfers recorder footage automatically upon arrival at the main station
• Provides video playback with geo-location data displayed on a map
• Programmable actions trigger recording (i.e. stop signs, door opening/closing or panic button)

Video Insight 7 VMS
Video Insight 7 is a powerful yet easy-to-use enterprise video management platform that allows organizations in education, law enforcement, healthcare, commercial and transportation the ability to deploy a customized and robust security surveillance system.

• Most cost-effective enterprise-class VMS solution on the market
• Wide range of robust enterprise-level features and easy integration with existing systems
• New plug-in architecture enhances capabilities—greater scalability and improved feature sets
• Open platform that supports over 4,000 camera models from more than 150 manufacturers
• Pure 64-bit VMS provides unlimited scalability, client workstations and simple integration to legacy systems

Unparalleled Benefits with the New Video Insight 7.6
Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions enhanced its Video Insight video management system (VMS). Video Insight is a powerful, yet easy to use enterprise, VMS platform with sophisticated plug-in architecture and versatile programmable features.

Enhancements include:
• Halo Smart sensor integration triggers alerts upon vape detection and other environmental impurities
• Support for Intel 9th-generation chipsets for enhanced server performance
• New VI-TV+ client to support Apple TV media boxes
• Joystick integration
• Advanced rules management

VI-TV+ improvements include:
• Revamped user interface
• H.264 and H.265 support for live and recorded video
• Enhanced search feature
• User favorites feature
• 360° fisheye camera dewarping
• Performance and stability improvements

Advidia IP Network Cameras
The Advidia line of IP network cameras and encoders provides a wide range of affordable models that are perfect for any video surveillance application no matter the size.

Each Advidia camera comes bundled with a Video Insight VMS camera license, including software updates, a 4-year warranty, and US-based tech support.
Case Study
The César E. Chávez building is a ten-story, 180,000-square-foot facility that is home to seven federal agencies and a gateway into Denver’s Civic and Justice Center. It’s the largest saturation of federal buildings outside of Washington, D.C. The building needed to be upgraded from an outdated analog system to a complete, digitally-integrated security solution. The solution required exterior and interior monitoring, coordination, and recording.

The new security installation included 46 indoor and outdoor Panasonic i-PRO HD 720p security cameras and four i-PRO NV200 SmartHD network disk recorders in the command and control room that fed into four 47” monitors.

The solution created a reliable system that delivers complete coverage and recording for the entire César E. Chávez building. The integrated Panasonic network runs smoothly and efficiently to supply full visual access and secure video storage.

Jenne VAD Training and Certification
As a value-added distributor, Jenne provides additional resources to bolster your product sales strategy, including support from dedicated and certified Panasonic i-PRO specialists, as well as training and educational events for system design, system configuration and operation, and advanced product certification.

i-PRO Preferred Program
The Panasonic i-PRO Preferred Program offers added value to new and current owners of selected i-PRO cameras, which strengthens camera warranties, expedites service response times and includes an unlimited Video Insight camera license without adding cost.

Program Benefits
5-Year Warranty
Add a 2-year extended warranty to existing 3-year factory warranty upon registration.

Video Insight Unlimited License
Lower the cost of ownership by eliminating individual camera license and annual maintenance fees with a bundled Video Insight camera license for select i-PRO cameras.

Priority Advance Exchange
Offer the highest level of service with U.S.-based support and replacement units shipped out the same day.

Jenne Adds Value to Your Panasonic i-PRO Business
Jenne provides resellers, dealers and integrators with:
• Complete IP solutions to fit customer needs
• Network support to ensure functionality for you and your customers
• Equipment staging and configuration, including configuring IP addresses, updating firmware, and populating spreadsheets
• Quote and order assistance to ensure correct equipment is on hand for projects
• System design assistance with RFP, camera selection, and infrastructure selection

Jenne offers numerous tools, resources and support services including:
• Web-based resources available 24/7—live inventory, order tracking, custom pricing
• Training, and certification through Jenne University—educational events for system design, configuration and operation
• Pre-sales design and support services
• Same day shipping from Jenne’s large on-hand, in-stock inventory
• Financing solutions to maximize your biggest revenue opportunities
• And many more value-added services

For questions regarding Panasonic i-PRO solutions, email security@jenne.com to have our security team contact you with more information.